Quantum dynamics with the quantum trajectory-guided adaptable Gaussian bases.
Computational cost of describing a general quantum system fully coupled by anharmonic interactions scales exponentially with the system size. Thus, an efficient basis representation of wavefunctions is essential, and when it comes to the large-amplitude motion of high-dimensional systems, the dynamic bases of Gaussian functions are often employed. The time-dependence of such bases is determined from the variational principle or from the classical dynamics; the former is challenging in implementation due to singular matrices, while the latter may not cover the configuration space relevant to quantum dynamics. Here we describe the Quantum Trajectory-guided Adaptable Gaussian (QTAG) bases 'tuned' -- including the basis function position, phase and width -- to the wavefunction evolution, thanks to the continuity of the probability density in the course of the quantum trajectory dynamics. Thus an efficient basis in configuration is generated, bypassing the variational equations on the parameters of the Gaussians. We also propose a time-propagator with basis transformation by projections which lends efficiency and stability to the QTAG dynamics, as demonstrated on standard tests and the ammonia inversion model.